76 cj7

Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. While more agile
on the trail than the CJ-6, the CJ-7 was intended to be a more civilized and luxurious version of
the CJ Compared to the CJ-5, it featured a inch longer wheelbase and larger openings for doors
that at least could make an effort to seal out the elements and be less awkward for most folks to
use and get in and out of the vehicle. Part of a drive to be more urban friendly, it was also the
first CJ to offer an automatic transmission as an option the GM Turbo-HydraMatic Also debuting
with the TH exclusively was the now famous Quadra-Trac transfer case. A couple of them were
exclusive to the Jeep CJ-7, however, including the Limited and the Jamboree During the s,
changes were more cost-related than anything. The V-8 option was deleted for , with minor
components changing based on availability and better pricing to AMC from the industry. Sales
of the Jeep CJ-7 were so good helped by more comfort and convenience options exclusive to it
that the CJ-5 was discontinued in Initially, Jeep purists decried this decision, and three years
later, most of these same pundits were decrying AMC for announcing the end of the CJ-7 â€”
the last of the Jeep CJ series â€”after the model year, ceding to the all-new Wrangler for For all
Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown do not imply coverage in this amount. In the event
of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy declarations page is the amount your vehicle s
is covered for, even if the value displayed here is different. If you would like to discuss your
Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Get a Quote. Model Overview Images are general in
nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. They are designed to work together to
form a complete side repair. The wheel opening has the finished edge as it should. Panel B is
flanged where it meets panel A for a smooth fit. More Information and Add to Cart Options. Our
extended width floor panels are available in properly gauged American draw quality steel. Our
panels are accurately die stamped as a full length panel that spans the distance from the
firewall seam to the rear floor riser as one continuous panel. A one piece panel makes for fewer
fitting and alignment problems and less welding and warpage during installation. The outside
edges of our panels are folded down as was original. The inboard edges are folded properly
upward to follow the transmission tunnel curvatures as shown in our photo. We do not drill or
punch any holes other than the two per panel as shown in the photos at the right. We have
found that our customers prefer to drill their own according to their need and preference.
Outside edge is rolled down as was original. The length of our panel is from the firewall seam to
the rear floor riser as one continuous panel. Jeep Foot Area Repair Clips. Traverse, Full or
Partial. Comes with all captured nuts and studs attatched. Original factory size and standards.
Caged nuts are pre-installed for your convenience. Captured nuts are attached. Top and bottom
views are shown in the photo at the right. The support as shown is side interchangeable and is
to be used on either the driver or passenger side as was original to the vehicle. Comes with
Captured Nuts are attached. The upper edge of our panel is flanged to allow for a flush fit when
clamping against your cut along the driver and passenger side entrances. The forward, upper,
rear and lower edges of our panel are a duplication of the original. The length of our panel
begins with a 90 0 fold at the front fender seam and ends with a properly formed wheel arch
area just like the original. Rear edge is flanged to form a flush fit during installation. Includes
original type reinforcement on the front of each panel where it bolts to the fender. Jeep Cowl
Area Reinforcement. Strict attention is paid to crisp stamping detail and general panel
appearance and accuracy. Our main panel is properly American gauged. Our attached floor
supports are over-gauged which will provide you with a much tougher and durable panel. All
appropriate threaded fasteners are attached as they were on the original panel. Our
wheelhouses are of exceptional quality and made in properly gauged steel. All ribs and
outboard edges are die formed for proper appearance and detailed accuracy. Our wheelhouses
are sized for an exact fit during your installation. Jeep Wheelhouse Support Baffle. Nicely die
formed panel. The wheel side edge is properly rolled inward as was original. All tailgate end
supports are intended to attach the body to the frame via a body bolt at each end of the support.
All captured nuts brought to original factory size and standard. We have paid very close
attention to quality and detail and thus have an exceptional product for you. Perfectly detailed
cut and formed in original gauge steel. When ordering via fax all major types of credit cards will
be accepted. Be sure to carefully record your card number, expiration date and security code.
Top credit card security is strictly maintained by us. Click here for a printable order form. For
your fastest service you may order on-line. Foreign can be placed on-line if we are to ship your
order to an address anywhere in the USA. In such cases our standard shipping charges will
apply. Orders that are to be shipped to foreign countries, Alaska or Hawaii will require a special
shipping quote and are not to be placed on-line. You may simply e-mail us your anticipated
order and complete shipping address along with your telephone number. We will then provide
you with a shipping quote according to your shipping preference if you have one. We will also
provide you with further ordering information at that time. All foreign, Alaskan and Hawaiian

orders, once confirmed, are to be placed via credit card only. Click here for a printable order
form if needed. Click Here for printable order form if needed or simply write down your order
and your other information on whatever paper you choose. E-Mail us at Mark ClassicEnt.
Classic Enterprises is a manufacturing facility and factory direct outlet. We do not maintain a
large inventory of any one particular item and thus are not always stocked with all of the items
which you may need. Non-inventoried items are made to order in the order in which the order
was received. Normal shipping time from our facility is 7 days or less. Sometimes it may take a
week longer for certain items. If your order does not arrive within 20 days of order placement,
give us a call and we will check the status of your order or furnish you with a tracking number at
that time. Any of our products can be returned for a prompt credit or refund for any reason
within 30 days of the receipt of your order. No returns will be accepted without prior approval.
All returns must include the original paperwork if available and a detailed note stating the
reason for the return. We also will require a clear return address, a telephone number and an
e-mail address if available. An additional restock fee will be assessed on any returns that must
be re-worked by us in order to be resalable. Return shipping costs are the responsibility of the
customer although we will assume or reimburse all return expenses if we are in error. Click here
to find out why. None of our panels are cosmetically coated. Our rear of front floor repair panel
is for the area that rusts out under the roll bar mount and seat belt area. The outside edge is
rolled down as was original. Die Stamped 18 Gauge Steel None of our panels are cosmetically
coated. ToeBoard B. Traverse, Full or Partial C. Inboard D. Our product comes with all nut
blocks and cages pre-attached. Our one piece support can be installed without removing the
body from the frame although you may have to raise the body slightly on some types. A one
piece traverse support is sure to save you considerable cutting, alignment, welding time and
alleviate a lot of general installation frustration as well. Die formed in steel heavier than the
original. Exposed face surface 4" high 18 Gauge Steel None of our panels are cosmetically
coated. Inside view. Our "B" pillar lower repair section may be all that you need for your repair.
Our product is well made, properly gauged and has a height of 5" as shown. The lower baffel is
pre-installed in its proper position. Our rear floor riser is made like the originals, properly
gauged, die stamped and of very good quality. Our newly reproduced exhaust heat shield
protects your rear floor panel from excessive muffler heat. Note that our panel is shown upside
down for illustrative purposes and that the indent detail differs from the original. Can also be
ordered for use on types that do not have tailgates. Die Formed None of our panels are
cosmetically coated. Spice up your Jeep with updated taillights that are sure to give your
vehicle a cool look. Each taillight has one red, one amber and one backup light along with a
chrome finish perimeter bezel. Use our lights on any Jeep with or without a tailgate. On-Line
Orders Return Policy Any of our products can be returned for a prompt credit or refund for any
reason within 30 days of the receipt of your order. Thank you in advance for your patience and
consideration. Because there is no better system on the market in terms of suspension flex and
cost balance CJ6 on 35x Click for larger picture. Our system is also bolton and requires no
cutting. It is completely reversible if you have need to go back to stock, or transferable if you
want to move it from one Jeep to another. Try and do that with one of those super involved
coilover weldon systems. For those who just love to weld though, our bolton system can be
welded in place as well. While even the most seasoned wheeler will enjoy the benefits of our
SOA system, its installation is certainly novice friendly. Never wrenched a Jeep before? Here's
your chance to get started. Our system makes it so easy that you can begin installation in the
morning and be wheeling by that afternoon! The SOA kit alone should fit most 35" tires. Add in
our optional shackles and you can go ever larger SOA lifts simply offer the best articulation of
any leaf-spring lift on the market due to the extra leverage which deflects the spring packs and
provides for more twist. We know you will find our kit extremely well thought out, incredibly
beefy, designed for serious offroading, and the demands it puts upon a vehicle. Our system
also includes components that our competition's kits neglect to include that make this a safe
system for driving on the highway as well. Joshua Wilson sent us this picture by Facebook
showing off his awesome new suspension flex by combining the Rocky Road Spring Over Axle
lift, with a nice new set of Wrangler springs. This is all bolt-on, highway safe How does the
Rocky Road SOA lift stacks up against other suspension lift systems that only use lifted leaf
springs??? Extremely well. There are a couple reasons why. You install a lift to increase
clearance on your vehicle. Lifted spring kits do move the vehicle up, but they also leave alot of
junk under your axles which reduces clearance. Our SOA system only sits about 1" below the
axle housing. Typical lifted spring kits with the springs under the axles will hang down about 2.
That one and a half inches may not sound like much, but its more clearance difference than
you'll see between running 33" or 35" tires! Bottom line, SOA lifts put everything above the axle
for max clearance! Most offroaders today want the maximum flex they can acheive, while not

making the vehicle unstable for highway driving. An SOA is a great way to accomplish this
balancing act. Main difference is that you can still drive your CJ safely at 75MPH on the
highway, and those extreme guys cannot. These are 35" tires and the flex is insane! Still drives
nice and stable at highway speeds. With our kit you can drive your rig to Moab, Rubicon,
Tellico, or your local playground safely, conquer all the hardest trails with MAD flex, then drive
the same rig to work the next day. If you already have a Wrangler spring conversion on your
Jeep, just make sure and pick up our SOA system built for the wider Wrangler springs. The
owner of this Jeep says the ride quality has completely transformed the vehicle, how it handles,
rides, and wheels. He acts like he just won the Lottery! Click on the pic for a larger 'snowy day'
view. If you don't have Wrangler springs, our conversion kit is now available. We also sell brand
spankin new Wrangler springs for those who want factory fresh instead of used, although used
Wrangler springs if you find them will work well too. Start with our spring perches Patent
Pending. They are custom built and designed to slip over your front and rear and onto the
factory spring pads to make the mounting system extremely tough and durable. We put alot of
energy into engineering and fabricating these pads to insure your axle housing does not suffer
damage in the harshest trail conditions. Our spring pads are also fully gusseted, BY FAR the
strongest, and easily the safest on the market for you, your passengers, and your Jeep. They
self-align for proper castor setup every single time. They do NOT require welding as other
saddle style spring pads require and are very easy for the novice to install. Our perches provide
6. ANother great design feature is their extended length to combat spring wrap. No other spring
pad on the market does this. We also provide all necessary hardware and axle mounts for the
spring perches. Our spring perches are built extra long to help combat spring wrap! You won't
find any other system on the market that has this degree of engineering on these spring pads.
Long travel shock mounts. Designed to provide the needed clearance from your shocks to the
springs to avoid damage, but also a great way to provide ample room for long super flexy
shocks. Front and rear lower shock mounts are included for maximum shock length which
means maximum articulation. Ubolt skidplates. While these are not necessarily mandatory for
any lift, we sure feel they serve their purpose. Our custom built spring plates provide rock and
trail damage protection thru a unique slide plate protection system. A simple idea which really
goes the extra engineering mile. Transfer case drop. Some Jeeps are going to have to
customize their driveshafts with this heigt of lift. Others seem to get away with the stock
driveshafts. Either way, our tcase drop system helps ease the angle of your Ujoints on the
driveshafts. Build from solid billet steel. Taller lifts necessitate longer brake lines. You don't
even want to take the chance of snapping a line on the trail, so longer brake lines front and rear
are very important. Do the other kits include them? Even the most novice of 4wheelers can
understand how dangerous this is. We've used many combinations and brands of brake lines
over the years and have experienced the best overall result with rubber brake lines. So in our
kits, we offer only extended DOT approved rubber brake lines. No vehicle inspector will ever
red-flag your brake lines with our system as can happen with the relatively unreliable stainless
lines. Why are their kits costing so much while at the same time missing so many critical
components? Why do those kits even exist on the market? What kind of crazy mixed up world
do we live in? Click pic for larger sideview. The best we can hope for is to inform YOU so you
can decide which kit offers the greatest value. OTT Steering system upgrade. This awesome
high steer setup is designed specifically for SOA use. Excellent for use with stock springs, or
lifted springs. Pictured to the right with the optional steering shock. Click the pic to check out
more info on our steering system. Pictured with the optional Old Man Emu steering shock kit.
Rear Ubolt top plate. This helps keep the cost down for most everyone. These 2" shackles
provide an extra 1" of suspension lift for a full 7. Rocky Road soft-ride long travel shocks. We
feel we have designed the best riding shock we have found on the market today for moderate
weight vehicles like our Jeeps. Other shocks are designed for vehicles thousands of lbs heavier
namely, pickup trucks , our engineered shocks are right on the money for a Jeep. Superbly
valved for a great ride on road without being mushy offroad. OR, the ever-popular Rancho XL
Adjustable shocks which allow you to adjust and dial in your shocks for your favorite setting, or
change it up depending on the driving and terrain you hit for the day. Stock height leaf springs.
For those of you who have totally worn out springs and are looking for a fresh set, or for those
who have a super-duper stiff horrible riding set of springs you are looking to get rid of BDS
owners, you know who you are , we carry brand spankin new replacement springs. Yes, these
are the original springs completely new and they will ride awesome on your old CJ. No need to
suffer with those brutal stiff lift springs anymore. Wrangler spring conversion kit. If you are
looking for the ultimate in ride quality and suspension flex, converting your stock CJ springs
over to Wrangler leaf springs will hit the spot. This kit is super simple to install and will
dramatically improve the suspension on your old CJ. If you have ever considered doing this

swap, then there is no better time than while you are installing your Rocky Road SOA system.
Comes with grease fittings for easy service, bushings, and hardware. We also sell factory fresh
Wrangler springs if needed. Click the pic for more information on the Wrangler spring
conversion kit. Wide-track axle is about 46" from rod end to rod end Narrow-track axle is about
43" from rod end to rod end. If you have this factory D44, please note this at your time or order
to receive the correct axle mounts. The bottom line is that no other SPOA system on the market
comes close to the Rocky Road system for ease of installation, warranty, engineering, and
quality. Do it right the first time with Rocky Road. The nitrogen gas and larger bore increase
control and will react instantly to changing conditions. These shocks have the following
features:. Instructions for the and older Jeeps can be seen. The world has discovered that
Rocky Road parts are the absolute best on the planet. As a result of the somewhat
overwhelming demand at this time for our kits, there can sometimes be a couple weeks
turnaround time. Please bear with us and understand sometimes the best things in life take just
a little longer. Or call our tech line at Online Support. Click for larger image. Shows front driver's
mounting and lower skidplate. Shows our rear SOA mount and skidplate. Note brake line slots.
Shows passenger's mount, lower U-bolt skidplate, and OTT steering system. Optional kit items.
Click on the images for larger views. Individual Kit Component:. Spring perches and plate to fit
stock springs CJ5 kits post 76 also come with bolton front upper shock mounts. Optional spring
perches for the factory Dana44 must specify this at the time of order! Replaces Zlink steering.
Stock height leaf springs priced individually. The standard shocks included in this kit are
manufactured by Doetsch Suspension Systems. While this is certainly not a guide to every
company that makes or supplies parts for that year run of Jeep CJs, it is a fairly comprehensive
look at a broad scope of parts and accessory manufacturers that can help you with your project.
So check out what these manufacturers have to offer here, give them a call to see what else
they can help you with, and then get busy upgrading, modifying, or restoring that round-fender
Jeep you love so much. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos. Courtesy of Manufacturers
Photographer Stuart A. Bourdon Writer. Frame Repair Brackets Auto Rust Technicians offers
SafeTCap frame repair kits for a wide variety of Jeeps, but featured here is its Rear Forward
Spring Mount Section pictured that is designed to repair the CJ-7 frame at the location of the
rear leaf spring forward spring mount bracket. A rear shackle mount section repair bracket is
also available. The kits are made in side specific versions and labeled L driver side , R
passenger side , or S sets for both sides. For best results the company recommends replacing
the spring mount bushing. New Topper Bestop has all sorts of things for the CJ-7 builder. Want
that classic look with a modern update? Then check out the Sunrider shown from Bestop. The
Sunrider kit comes with clear mil windows, all the necessary assembly hardware, and is offered
with a two-year limited warranty. Bestop also offers its Supertop and Tigertop, as well as a
broad spectrum of accessory parts as well for the CJ Steer Straight The original Jeep CJ-7
steering shaft assemblies were not designed for the added stress of suspension lifts and
oversized tires. However, Borgeson offers replacement steering-shaft assemblies for the CJ-7
that feature a heavy duty telescoping shaft with either two precision needle bearing u-joints, or
a vibration reducer and u-joint. These Borgeson steering assemblies are easy to install with
common hand tools, and once installed are said to deliver a much tighter and more responsive
steering feel. You can get shaft assemblies for manual or power steering, and with or an
optional vibration reducer upgrade. A five-year warranty is offered on the steering-shaft
assemblies. Choose from OEM rubber or five colors of braided stainless steel hose shown ; and
direct-fit OE restoration hoses or custom lengths and end fittings to accommodate any
suspension, axle, or brake upgrade. Braided stainless steel hoses are low-expansion PTFE
reinforced with a stainless steel braid. Custom power steering and fuel hoses, and raw stainless
tube, are also available. All the appropriate threaded fasteners are attached as they were on the
original factory panel. Currie Cure You already know that Currie Enterprises builds some of the
toughest axles in the business, and you can get them set up for your CJ-7, but you may have
forgotten that the company has been in business since , and also offers suspension systems,
custom builder brackets, and an entire catalog of other parts for Jeeps. We dug way back into
the massive Currie catalog of products to find these spring shackles for the CJ Pictured are the
front shackles with the tow bar attachment. The same shackle minus the tow bar attachment rod
is also available for the front and rear springs of your CJ Going Up Daystar 1-inch lift body
mounts pictured are a direct replacement for factory mounts, and are made from a special
polyurethane blend that helps insulate the cab from vibration and maintain sturdy support. They
help your CJ-7 keep its proper body-to-frame alignment, are vehicle-fluid and road-grime
resistant, and are the perfect upgrade for worn-out factory body mounts. A full line of products
for other Jeep models is also available from Daystar. Custom widths, multiple locker and
gear-ratio options, clean axle tubes so you can weld suspension brackets on yourself and more.

It is available with Dynatrac LT aluminum wheel ends and or spline axleshafts, hubs and locker.
Dynatrac ProRock 44 axles are available for front applications, while ProRock 60, XD60 and 80
are available for either front or rear applications. The direct-fit TransLife oil cooler kit for the
Jeep CJ includes a 6-pass transmission cooler and the brackets necessary to easily install the
cooler for maximum air flow between the cooler and the radiator core. A cooler guard can be
added to protect the cooler core without compromising heat dissipation from the cooler core.
The Holley Sniper EFI system pictured features bolt-on carburetor replacement designed to fit
single or dual carb manifolds , throttle-body mounted self-tuning ECU, four wire vehicle
connection, color touchscreen for setup and gauge views, and a calibration wizard that requires
no laptop. If so, ididit has you covered. Among its many features, the ididit retrofit steering
column offers a unique eight-position tilt, the ididit Classic ignition, self-canceling turn signals,
four-way flashers, and the provisions needed to mount the column seamlessly to your dash
using your original dash mount. You can also bolt your stock Jeep wheel directly to the ididit
retrofit steering column. Information : ididit inc. The E fits the ci and ci six-cylinder engines. The
E fits the ci V Shifty Business Lokar offers a wide variety of linkages, cables, brackets, pedal
covers and assorted levers for more vehicles than we could fit on a page here, but we especially
like its auto trans shifters pictured designed to help prevent accidentally shifting from the park
position, into reverse, drive or low gear. Other notable features are degree lever rotation for
extra legroom, brushed aluminum shifter knobs that are easy to remove for boot installation, a
chrome-plated lever available in , , , , 8-, and 6-inch lengths, and complete hardware for
installation. Masterful Seating Looking for top-of-the-line seats for your CJ-7? Check out the
MasterCraft Safety line of recreational seats. They are a direct-bolt in requiring no additional
mounts or adapters. The company makes a number of different seats but our favorite is the Baja
RS pictured with a Dirt Sport Cover in red , a reclining seat available featuring a durable and
comfortable UV-resistant Marquesa fabric. The machined billet lever operates a nine-position
reclining mechanism, and integrated seat belt slots and loops act as harness guides for
five-point belts. Options such as seat heaters, lumbar support, seat pockets, and Camelbak
pouches give you a comfortable and practical off-road seat that will make hours of driving a real
joy again. MasterCraft Safety also offers a fixed back non-recline seat, the Rubicon. While it
doesn't recline, the Rubicon also includes a mid-rise bolster. The seats are available in five
standard colors, plus five additional Dirt Sport Cover color combos. The Dirt Sport Cover uses a
durable reinforced vinyl with a carbon-fiber look to add styling while reinforcing areas of the
seat that experience a little more wear and tear. The condenser assembly includes mounting
brackets, and includes aluminum tubes for a custom fit. A variety of compressor-mounting
brackets are available to accommodate original engines and a variety of custom engine swap
combinations. New Body Omix-ADA offers hundreds maybe thousands of parts and
accessories to build or restore Jeeps of all eras and styles, and so it should be no surprise to
anyone that it offers a reproduction CJ-7 body tub shown that could be the starting point for
your head-turning restoration. The tubs are built using the same gauge steel floor pans and
gauge side panels found in the original body, and are complete with factory inner
reinforcements. The body tubs come assembled with the full floor pans, firewall, dash panel,
and wheelhouses. You add the windshield frame, fenders, grille, hood, and tailgate, which are
also available from Omix-ADA. The company also has goodies such as full brake line sets and
exterior door handles with keys for your CJ-7 project. All Omix-ADA parts are built to factory
specs and backed by a five-year limited warranty. Easy Wiring The new and improved Direct Fit
Jeep CJ wiring harness from Painless Performance Products now includes a fully integrated
ground circuit that connects directly to the negative side of the battery and provides a clean
ground source to every component, as well as offering individual wires to help ground the dash
and core supportâ€”a key feature for those using fiberglass bodies. The charging system wiring
has also been improved, now using 6-gauge charge-wire and an inline amp fuse, allowing
hassle free usage of high amperage alternators. The new CJ wiring harness from Painless
comes out of the box capable of supporting a amp alternator. Connections for more options
such as factory tachs and clocks, reverse and neutral safety switches in auto trans steering
columns, manual trans pigtail for elimination of the auto trans reverse and neutral safety
switches and 4WD indicator switch, factory taillight connectors, molded trailer lighting
connector, and bulbs for marker and gauge cluster lights, are also now part of the Painless CJ
wiring harness kit. Set up for carbureted engines, it will also work with standalone fuel injection
systems. House Of Parts Quadratec is another great source of parts and accessories for nearly
everything with a Jeep nameplate on it. With a roster of bumper-to-bumper goodies ranging
from to fit the CJ-7, this is a good place to start when building your project. We found this
spring upgrade conversion kit shown that allows you to run YJ springs on your CJ. The YJ
springs are longer and wider than the factory '76 to '86 CJ springs, and can offer much better

flex and ride quality. The kit does require Wrangler leaf spring shackles, and is for CJs with the
model 20 rear axle. If yours has the 44 rear axle, you will need different U-bolts, nuts, and
washersâ€”all available from Quadratec. It offers a broad selection of products for building or
restoring Jeeps, including some hard parts for the CJ This Summit Racing Power Brake
Conversion Kit creates more stopping power, and features a cast iron, dual reservoir master
cylinder, eight-inch power brake booster, a brake pedal rod extension, and mounting hardware.
Ask and yee shall receive. The kit features Wilwood forged narrow Superlite 4 series calipers
with four symmetrical bore stainless steel pistons. The upgrade kits can be purchased with T Is
For Transmission Novak offers all sorts of transfer case rebuild kits, adapters, engine mounts,
and assorted mechanical goodies to help out with your CJ-7 project. All adapted transmissions
feature a M hardened alloy output shaft and a full one-year warranty. Need more gears? The
AX15 5-speed makes a great replacement for any tired old Jeep transmission. The stainless
steel hardware kits offer complete fastener kits in three different head types, including button
head, hex head, and the indented hex head that matches the OEM style. Its remanufactured cast
bellhousing is said to be just like the stock Jeep OE version, and work with Jeep 4. Including
the bellhousing, the kit offers a release lever, release bearing, pilot bushing that fits 0. Check in
with Advance Adapters about your project needs, it can supply a wide variety of powertrain and
drivetrain components. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Fits Jeep CJ models Converts to
more powerful power brakes for improved stopping power Includes mounting bracket, linkage,
a new brake booster, a new master cylinder, and the necessary bleeder kit. Product
Dimensions: 18 x 12 x 12 inches ; 25 pounds. This kit worked great. Good thing I had supplies in
the shop. One of the bolts from the booster to the firewall bracket was stripped and the MC lid
was damaged thanks to UPS. Rating Required Select Rating 1 star worst 2 stars 3 stars average
4 stars 5 stars best. Email Required. Review Subject Required. Comments Required. Current
Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Description Description Fits Jeep CJ
models Converts to more powerful power brakes for improved stopping power Includes
mounting bracket, linkage, a new brake booster, a new master cylinder, and the necessary
bleeder kit. Add to Cart. Quick view. Customers Also Viewed. On Sale. Choose Options. Used
CJ7 Hardtops in various conditions, limited quantities please call for availability. Top pictured is
sample only this top has been previously sold. All tops pictured are samples. Inventory is
limited. Call for availability. Black Mountain aftermarket post strikers fit CJ 7,8 for jeeps that are
being converted from lever handle factory doors to paddle handle factory door. Sold as a pair,
some drilling required. This fit well but I wish the nuts were a threaded plate because it is really
hard to tighten down when you cannot get a wrench on the backside. That said fits well and
works! Parts are a little pricey, but are beautiful and function, with great fit. Collins Bros
shipped fast and everything was spot on. Rating Required Select Rating 1 star worst 2 stars 3
stars average 4 stars 5 stars best. Email Required. Review Subject Required. Comments
Required. Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Description
Description Black Mountain aftermarket post strikers fit CJ 7,8 for jeeps that are being
converted from lever handle factory doors to paddle handle factory door. Good company good
product quality. Add to Cart. Quick view. Tube doors mount into Choose Options. Customers
Also Viewed. On Sale. Please know your color no returns on decals. Sold Each. Black 1" Floor
Plugs, will fit most Jeeps. Includes 1 Replacement Hub Decals. An exceptional example
Overhead bench seat platform with gun racks. Khaki paint, spray You should find a tin plate on
the drivers side firewall near the brake master cylinder. You may also find on
subaru factory service manuals
2005 chevy malibu o2 sensor location
diy keyless ignition motorcycle
e on the drivers side dash or the inside body panel by the floor near the parking brake lever. An
abbreviated version is usually found on the top of the passenger side frame rail above the rear
wheel. I have a 76 cj7 that i just got from a buddy of mine as payment to swap his This is the
first jeep ive seen that has a three posistion switch in the glove box that i am assuming is for
the 4wheel drive because there is no transfercase lever, it is and automatic transmission as well
so if anyone has any info on this id like to know some more about it. This Jeep is equipped with
a system called Quadratrac. This system allowed the Jeep to run in a full-time 4wd mode. The
switch in the glove box allowed you to switch from 4wd high to 4wd low. The system was prone
to problems over time due to wear. Many owners with Jeeps equipped with Quadratrac
converted their Jeeps to a traditional 4wd system. It is an automatic. Thank you for your time.
CJ how-to. Previous WaterCar Gator. Posted by jeepfan.

